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“: : : living matter, while not eluding the ‘laws of physics’ as 

established up to date, is likely to involve ‘other laws of physics’ 

hitherto unknown . . . ”



Is life “just another” sort of physical 

system?

George Whitesides 

“How remarkable is life? The answer is: very. 

Those of us who deal in networks of chemical 

reactions know of nothing like it.” “
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Aliens under our noses?



When is a root a branch?

?



Life Anti-life
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https://www.ted.com/talks/jim_al_khalili_how_quantum_biology_

might_explain_life_s_biggest_questions?language=en

https://www.ted.com/talks/jim_al_khalili_how_quantum_biology_


Quantum photosynthesis

http://www.wired.com/images_blogs/wiredscience/2010/02/quantumphotograph.jpg
http://www.wired.com/images_blogs/wiredscience/2010/02/quantumphotograph.jpg


ψ1+ψ2

Peter Hore 



Can flies sniff superpositions?

Efthimios Skoulakis
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Creating life?



Miller-Urey experiment 1952
Water, methane (CH4), ammonia (NH3) and hydrogen (H2)

Stanley Miller





“The researchers, at the Scripps Research Institute, created molecules 

that self-replicate and even evolve and compete to win or lose. 

If that sounds exactly like life, read on...”
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It’s all make 

believe!

John Widom
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The arrival of the fittest
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Francis Crick

“Life on Earth seems almost a miracle

so many are the conditions for it to 

get going.”



‘Man at last knows that 

he is alone in the unfeeling 

immensity of the universe,

out of which he emerged 

only by chance.’

Jacques Monod



“Life is almost bound to arise… wherever

physical conditions are similar (to Earth).”

“Life is a cosmic imperative!”

Christian De Duve



Charles Darwin

“It is mere rubbish thinking at 

present of the origin of life; 

one might as well think of the 

origin of matter.”

If we do not know the process that

transformed non-life into life we 

cannot estimate the probability for

it to happen
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Possible evidence for a “cosmic imperative”

“The origin of life must be a highly probable affair; 

as soon as conditions permit, up it pops!” Carl Sagan




